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FOREWORD 
 
 

Now on its 22nd edition, the Regional Social and Economic Trends (RSET) for the 

Zamboanga Peninsula Region, has proven to be very useful for planning and 

decision-making and for setting policies towards effective governance and improved 

service delivery at the local level. The Philippine Statistics Authority (PSA), through 

its Regional Statistical Service Offices (RSSOs) in its commitment to widely 

disseminate information produced by the Philippine Statistical System, continues to 

update and publish local level statistics designed to address the varied statistical 

needs of planners and policy makers at the local level.  

 

The RSET, a compendium of local level statistics, presents annual time series data 

on various sectors of the region and its component provinces, cities, and 

municipalities. It also contains data that are disaggregated in different dimensions 

and includes a glossary of terms of official concepts and definitions for statistical 

purposes. 

 

We gratefully acknowledge the valuable contributions of our various data sources 

without which the publication of the RSET would not have been made possible. We 

likewise appreciate the support of our clients who continue to patronize and 

recognize this publication as an important tool for evidence-based decision making. 

 

We reiterate our call on our partner agencies to continue our collaboration towards 

the empowerment of the countryside by making statistics more available and 

accessible to users. To continue improving our statistical products and services, we 

enjoin both our data sources and users to share their comments and suggestions to 

guide us in improving future editions of the RSET and other publications of the PSA. 

 

 
 

             LISA GRACE S. BERSALES, Ph.D. 
         National Statistician and Civil Registrar General 

 
 

October 2017 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Appendix - 1 
 

 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Glossary of Terms 
 
 
AGRICULTURE  
 
 
Agricultural Production- the growing field crops, fruits, nuts, seeds, tree nurseries (except those of 
forest trees), bulb vegetables and flowers, both in the open and under glass; and the production of 
coffee, tea, cocoa, rubber; and the production of livestock and livestock products, honey rabbits, fur-
bearing animals, silkworm, cocoons, etc.  Forestry and fishery activities carried on as an ancillary 
activity on an agricultural holding is also considered as agricultural production. (Bureau of 
Agricultural Statistics) 
 
Aquaculture – sector of   fisheries   that includes the rearing or raising under controlled conditions of 
aquatic products such as fish, oysters, mussels, sea weeds and other aquatic resources in sea, lakes 
and rivers.  Examples are fishponds, fish pens and fish cages.   
(Bureau of Agricultural Statistics) 
      
Commercial Fishing – sector of fisheries that includes the catching of fish in marine waters with the 
use of fishing boat of more than three (3) gross tons. (Bureau of Agricultural Statistics) 
         
Municipal Fishing – sector of fisheries that includes the catching of fish in marine and inland waters 
with the use of fishing boat of three (3) gross tons or less, or using gear not requiring the use of boats.  
(Bureau of Agricultural Statistics) 
 
 
 
BANKING AND FINANCE 
 
 
Assets - are economic resources that are controlled by the company/entity and whose cost at the time 
of acquisition could be objectively measured. 
 
Balance of Payments (BOP) – systematically summarizes for a specific period, the economic 
transaction of an economy’s residents with the rest of the world.  
 
Bonds - interest bearing certificates of indebtedness 
 
Capital and Financial Account – divided into two main categories: the capital account and the 
financial account.  The capital account covers all transactions that involve the receipt/payment of 
capital transfers and acquisition/disposal of non-produced, non-financial assets.  The financial 
account covers all transactions associated with changes of ownership in the foreign financial assets 
and liabilities of the economy.  Such changes include the creation and liquidation of claims on, or by, 
the rest of the world. 
 
Change in the NFA of Commercial Banks (KBs) – a positive entry represents an increase in foreign 
liabilities of the commercial banks and or decrease in their foreign assets.  Conversely, a negative 
entry represents an increase in the holdings of foreign assets of commercial banks and/or a net 
payment of their foreign liabilities. 
 
Commercial Banks - any corporation which, in addition to the general powers incident to 
corporations, shall have all such powers as shall be necessary to carry on the business of commercial 
banking, by accepting drafts and issuing letters of credits, by discounting and negotiating promissory 
notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and other evidences of debts, by receiving deposits, by buying and 
selling foreign exchange and gold or silver bullion, and by lending money against securities 
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consisting of personal property or first mortgage on improved real estates and the insured 
improvements thereon. 
 
Current Account – consists of the aggregate balance of goods, services and transfers.  This account 
measures the net transfer of real resources between the domestic economy and the rest of the world. 
 
Currency in circulation - all Philippine notes and coins issued or circulating in accordance with the 
provisions of the Central Bank Act 
 
Deposit Substitutes - an alternative form of obtaining funds from the public, other than deposits, 
through the issuance, endorsement, of acceptance of debt instruments for the borrower’s own 
account, for the purpose of re-lending or purchasing of receivables and their obligations 
 
Demand Deposits - otherwise known as current or checking accounts, subject to withdrawal by check 
and are non-interest bearing. These are sub-divided into demand-deposits of private firms and 
individuals, banks, the government and Trust Department of Banks 
 
Domestic Liquidity (M3) - consists of money supply, savings and time deposits and deposit 
substitutes of the monetary system. 
 
Employees Compensation Insurance Fund - amount reserved for compensation claim against 
employment-connected injury, sickness, disability or death in the form of adequate cash income 
benefits, medical or related services and rehabilitation services. 
 
Estimated Insurance Losses – amount determined on an annual basis and reflects the best estimate as 
to adequacy of reserve against future losses.  It is intended to adequately cover anticipated losses 
from member banks identified to have great probabilities of closure where insurance payments may 
exceed recovery of assets during liquidation. 
 
Extraordinary Income - collections derived from the repayment of loans and advances made by the 
government as well as from other non-recurring sources. 
 
Financing - means by which a government provides financial resources to cover a budget deficit or 
allocated financial resources arising from a budget surplus. 
 
Government Securities or Treasury Bills - evidences of indebtedness of the Republic of the 
Philippines or its instrumentalities, government-owned and/or controlled corporations, or the 
Central Bank and must be freely negotiable and regularly serviced. 
 
Insurance Premiums - contributions of the account of employees whether made by themselves or 
their employers for social security arrangements. 
 
Investments - amount of money or other resources measured in terms of money placed on activities 
or other forms of assets for the purpose of earning profits.  
 
Medium-and Long-Term Loans – include availments of foreign loans with original maturities of 
more than one year by the public and private non-bank sectors, including loans of the banking sector 
relent to specific non-bank end-users.  These also include medium-and long-term loans contracted by 
the BSP. 
  
Money Supply or Narrow Money (M1)- consists of currency in circulation plus peso demand 
deposits. 
 
Monetization of Gold – represents the transformation of gold purchased by the Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas (BSP) from domestic gold producers into financial assets, which eventually become part of 
its official reserves. 
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Net Domestic Credits - defined under M.B. Res. No. 404 dated February 14, 1975 as consisting of 
domestic credits of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, (net of National Government deposits with the 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, Treasury IMF Account and Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas loans and 
advances to deposit money banks) and domestic credits of deposit money banks (net of National 
Government deposits). 
 
Net Foreign Assets - refers to the difference between foreign assets and foreign liabilities of the 
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas and of the deposit money. 
 
Net Lending - advances by the national government for the servicing of government guaranteed 
corporate debt during the year, net of repayments on such advance. Includes loans outlays or proceed 
from program loans relent to government corporations. 
 
Net other Accounts - refer to the accounts of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas and deposit money 
banks which are not classified elsewhere. The net other accounts represent the difference between the 
miscellaneous liabilities and capital accounts on one hand, and miscellaneous assets, on the other. 
 
Non-Money Supply Deposits - refer to the total quasi-money, marginal deposits and deposit 
substitutes of local government, semi-government entities and residents with deposit money banks. 
 
Net Unclassified Items – is an offsetting account to the overstatement or understatement of the 
recorded BOP components, either receipts or payments.  Since data sources on which BOP entries are 
based may be incomplete, inaccurate or inconsistent with one another, the account is included to 
bring the statement into balance.  A positive entry denotes the understatement of receipts and/or an 
overstatement of payments.  Conversely, a negative entry denotes an overstatement of receipts 
and/or understatement of payments. 
 
Overall BOP Position – results from the sum of the current, capital and financial and other BOP 
accounts.  A surplus arises when inflows are greater than outflows while a deficit is incurred when 
outflows exceed inflows.  Overall BOP is also measured by the change in the net international 
reserves of the BSP. 
 
Permanent Insurance Fund – refers to the total capital provided by the National Government by 
virtue of R.A. 3591, As Amended.  The full capitalization was reached in 1994 with the conversion to 
equity of the National Government the P977.8 million obligation of PDIC to the then Central Bank of 
the Philippines. 
  
Peso Deposit Subject to Check - includes “managers’ and cashiers’ checks” as well as the volume of 
deposits automatically transferred from savings to demand deposits but excludes holdings of 
demand deposits by the National Government and commercial banks’ holdings of “checks and cash 
items”. 
 
Peso-Dollar Rate – refers to the guiding rate for the exchange of one US dollar (the country’s 
intervention currency) for pesos and is computed as the weighted average of all foreign exchange 
transactions done through the Philippine Dealing System (PDS) during the preceding day pursuant to 
Circular Letter dated July 30, 1992.  The PDS allows authorized dealers of participating commercial 
banks and the BSP to deal in spot and forward exchange trading using computer terminal right in the 
premises for 9:00 A.M. to 12 noon and from 2:30 to 4:00 P.M. daily.   
 
Policy Loan - a loan on the security of the policy which shall not exceed 50 percent of the net cash 
value for regular membership policy, or 90 percent of the net cash value for optional policy. 
 
Private Development Banks - a group of quasi-private development banks promoted by the DBP to 
provide medium and long term credits to both the agricultural and industrial sectors. Designed to 
supplement the short-term credits of the Rural Banks and are able to accept only savings and time 
deposits. 
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Private Securities - investments in stocks of private corporations 
 
Real Estate Loans - loans secured by real estate properties mortgaged with the system 
 
Rural Banks - government-sponsored/assisted banks which are privately managed and largely 
privately owned that provide credit facilities to farmers and merchants, or to cooperatives of such 
farmers or merchants at reasonable terms and in general; to the people of the rural community. 
 
Savings Bank - any corporation organized for the purpose of accumulating the small savings of 
depositors and investing them, together with its capital, in bonds or in loans secured by bonds, real 
estate mortgage, and other forms of security, as hereinafter provided, or in loans for personal finance 
and long-term financing for home building and home development. 
 
Savings Deposits - these include all interest-bearing deposits which are withdrawals upon 
presentation of an accomplished withdrawal slip together with the passbook. These are subdivided 
into savings deposits of private firms, individuals, banks, the government and trust department of 
banks. 
 
Services – include transactions involving the performance of services such as freight, insurance, 
travel, including labor services provided by Filipino workers abroad.  Also included are 
receipts/payments of interest, profits and dividends. 
 
Social Insurance Fund - amount set aside for the payment of social insurance benefits like retirement 
insurance, disability retirement, death and life insurance benefits. 
 
Stocks - investments in shares of stock, common or preferred, traded, subsidiaries, non subsidiaries. 
 
Time Deposits - these represent deposits which are interest bearing with specific maturity dates and 
evidenced by certificates issued by the bank in the name of the depositor. These are subdivided into 
time deposits of private firms, individuals, banks, the government and trust department of banks. 
 
Transfers – refer to unilateral transfers or donations.  The two main categories are Private and Central 
Government transfers Private transfers cover personal and institutional remittances from abroad 
including donations to voluntary relief agencies, migrants’ transfers and taxes paid to the Philippine 
government by Filipino residents abroad.  Central Government transfers refer to the U.S. Veterans 
Administration pensions, aids and grants received from the U.S. Agency for International 
Development (USAID), UN agencies and other foreign governments.  Outflows represent the 
Philippines’ contributions to various international organizations and its counterpart funding for 
foreign assistance programs. 
 
 
 
ECONOMIC ACCOUNTS  
 
 
Constant Prices (at constant prices) – valuation of transactions, wherein the influence of price 
changes from the base year to the current year has been removed. 
 
Expenditure on the GDP - Sum of the final uses of goods and services in the economy.  Final uses 
refer to the values at purchaser’s prices of goods and services used for the final consumption of 
households and private non-profit institutions, general government both national and local 
government units, as well as those used  for gross fixed capital formation by both public and private 
enterprises and for exports (net of imports) to the rest of the world. (Source:  Analysis of the Revised 
PSNA and Manual on the Frameworks, Source and Methods) 
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Gross Domestic Capital Formation - Consists of two major components: 
 gross fixed capital formation and 
 change in stocks. 

 
Gross fixed capital formation refers to outlays on construction, durable equipment and breeding 
stocks, orchard development and afforestation.  Change in stocks refers to the difference between 
ending and beginning inventories. Inventories or stocks consists of finished goods, work-in-progress, 
and raw materials, which have been produced or purchased but not yet sold or consumed as 
intermediate inputs during the accounting period. (Source:  Manual on the Philippine System of 
National Accounts:  Framework, Sources and Methods) 
 
Gross Domestic Product – the value of all goods and services produced domestically; the sum of 
gross value added of all resident institutional units engaged in production (plus any taxes, and minus 
any subsidies, on products not included in the values of their outputs).  
 
Gross Regional Domestic Product - aggregate of the gross value added or income from each industry 
or economic activity of the regional economy. 
 
Gross National Product – the Gross Domestic Product adjusted with the net factor income from the 
rest of the world.  It refers to the aggregate earnings of the factors of production (nationals) plus 
indirect taxes (net) and capital consumption allowance. 
 
Gross Value Added – the difference between gross output and intermediate inputs.  Gross outputs of 
a production unit during a given period is equal to the gross value of the goods and services 
produced during the period and recorded at the moment they are produced, regardless of whether or 
not there is a change of ownership.  Intermediate inputs refer to the value of goods and services used 
in the production process during the accounting period. 
 
Input-Output Analysis - Concerned with the structural interdependence of economic activities; also 
referred to as analysis of inter-industry relations or that of inter-industry flows. (Source: 1993 SNA) 
 
Input-Output Table - Provides a statistical description of the inputs (costs) and outputs (production) 
of the different sectors of the economy during a particular period of time. (Source:  1993 SNA) 
 
Labor Productivity - is computed as GDP at constant price divided by employment (peso per 
employee). 
 
Personal Consumption Expenditures - consist of actual and imputed expenditures of households for 
the purpose of acquiring individual consumption goods and services. 
 
Source: 1993 System of National Accounts developed by the Commission of the European 
Communities, International Monetary Fund, Organisation for Economic Cooperation and 
Development, United Nations and World Bank. 
 
 
 
EDUCATION AND MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
Basic or Simple Literacy - the ability to read and write with understanding simple messages in any 
language or dialect.   (National Statistics Office) 
 
Cohort Survival Rate ****** – the percentage of enrollees at the beginning grade or year in a given 
school year who reached the final grade or year of the elementary of secondary level.  
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Center-based training program – a training program that is conducted in training centers where 
instruction is focused directly on acquiring job competencies. 
 
Community based training (CBT) - a training program that is specifically designed to answer the 
need for skills training of a community (location or sector) for the purpose of creating self 
employment or incomes.   
 
Dual Training System (DTS) – an instructional delivery of middle-level skills that combines 
workplace and school training based on a training plan collaboratively designed and implemented by 
an accredited dual system educational institution/training center and agricultural, medical and 
business establishments who share the responsibility of providing the learner the best job 
qualifications. 
 
Elementary Education - the first stage of free and compulsory, formal education primarily concerned 
with providing basic education and usually corresponding to six and seven grades.  Elementary 
education can likewise be attained through alternative learning system. 
 
Enrolment ****** - total number of pupils/students who register/enlist in a school year. 
 
Enterprise-based training program - a program of learning which takes place training in the 
enterprises or in the workplace. 
 
Formal Education – the systematic and deliberate process of hierarchically structured and sequential 
learning corresponding to the general concept of elementary and secondary level of schooling.  At the 
end of each level, the learner needs a certification in order to enter or advance to the next level. 
 
Functional Literacy - represents a significantly higher level literacy which includes not only reading 
and writing skills but also numeracy skills.  This skill must be sufficiently advanced to enable the 
individual to participate fully and effectively in activities commonly occurring in his life situation that 
require a reasonable capability of communicating by written language.  (National Statistics Office)  
 
Higher Education - the stage of formal education requiring secondary and post-secondary education 
covering the programs on: (a) all courses of study leading to bachelor’s degree and (b) all degree 
courses of study beyond bachelor’s degree level.     
 
Literacy rate, Simple/Basic ****** - the percentage of the population 10 years old and over, who can 
read, write and understand simple messages in any language or dialect.  
 
Participation Rate ****** - the ratio of the enrolment for the age group corresponding to the official 
school age in the elementary/secondary level to the population of the same age group in a given year. 
Also known as Net Enrolment Ratio (NER).  
 
Post Secondary/Non-Degree Education  - the stage of formal education following the secondary level 
covering non-degree programs that have varying duration from three (3) months to three (3) years, 
concerned primarily with developing strong and appropriately trained middle-level skilled 
manpower possessing capabilities supportive of national development.  
 
Pre-School - a school that admits students who are not old enough to enter the first level of education.  
These pupils are usually from 4 to 5 years of age.  (Department of Education)   
 
Primary School - a school primarily concerned with providing basic education and usually 
corresponding to the first four grades of elementary education.  (Department of Education)  
 
Private Institutions/Schools - educational institutions maintained and administered by private 
individuals or groups.  
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Public Institutions/Schools – educational institutions established by law and administered by the 
government.  
 
School based training- training done in schools. 
 
Secondary School - an educational institution offering secondary education usually consisting of a 
four-year general secondary curricula.  (Department of Education)   
 
Secondary Education - the stage of formal education following the elementary level concerned 
primarily with continuing basic education and expanding it to include the learning of employable 
gainful skills, usually corresponding to four years of high school. 
 
School Year - the prescribed period of time, when schools offer daily instruction broken by short 
intermission periods (e.g., Christmas and summer vacations and holidays).  
 
Technical Education – the education process designed at post-secondary and tertiary levels, officially 
recognized as non-degree programs aimed at preparing technicians, para-professionals and other 
categories of middle-level workers by providing them with a broad range of general education, 
theoretical, scientific, artistic and technological studies, social services and related job skills training. 
 
 
 
ENERGY AND WATER RESOURCES 
 
 
Co-Generation Facility - Refers to a facility which produces electrical and/or mechanical energy and 
forms of useful thermal energy such as heat or steam, used for industrial, commercial, heating or 
cooling purposes, through the sequential use of energy. 
 
Distribution of Electricity - Refers to the conveyance or delivery of electricity by a distribution utility 
to end-users. 
 
Distribution Utility - Refers to any electric cooperative, private corporation, government-owned 
utility or existing local government unit which has an exclusive franchise to operate a distribution 
system in accordance with the Electricity Industry Reform Act of 2000. 
 
Electric Cooperative - Refers to a cooperative or corporation authorized to provide electric service 
pursuant to Presidential Decree No. 269, as amended, or Republic Act No. 6938. 
 
Electric Power Industry Participant - Refers to any person or entity engaged in the generation, 
transmission, distribution or supply of electricity. 
 
Electricity Sales - Refers to the sales proceeds derived by the power producer from the actual 
generation of the energy-generating facility net of station own use and losses. 
 
End-User - Refers to any person or entity requiring the supply and delivery of electricity for its own 
use. 
 
Franchise - Refers to a privilege extended to a person (whether natural or juridical) to operate, 
maintain and/or distribute power within a specific geographical area. 
 
Franchise Area - Refers to a geographical area exclusively assigned or granted to a distribution utility 
for distribution of electricity such as electric cooperative, or local government-owned or private-
owned electric utility. 
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Generation Company - Refers to any person or entity that operates facilities used in the generation of 
electricity and is licensed by the ERC. 
 
Generation of Electricity - Refers to the production of electricity by a generation or co-generation 
facility. 
 
Grid - Refers to the high voltage backbone system of interconnected transmission lines, substations 
and generating plants. 
 
Independent Power Producers (IPP) - Refers to a non-utility owner and/or operator of a power 
generation or a co-generation facility. 
 
Isolated Grid - Refers to the low or high voltage backbone system of wires and associated facilities 
not directly connected to the national transmission system. 
 
National Electrification Administration (NEA) - Refers to the government agency created under 
Presidential Decree No. 269, to act as a catalyst for the development of electric distribution utilities 
(EDUs) by providing world-class financial intermediation institutional and technical services. 
 
National Power Corporation (NPC) - Refers to the government corporation created under Republic 
Act No. 6395, committed to the highest standards of customers satisfaction in providing quality and 
reliable electricity with due care for society and the environment. 
 
Self-Generator - Refers to an entity which generates power for its own use. 
 
Sub-transmission - Refers to the power delivery service below the transmission voltages and defined 
as facilities based on the functional assignments of assets composed of step-down transformers solely 
used by load customers, associated switchyard/substation, control and protective equipment, 
reactive compensation equipment to improve customer power factor, and overhead lines.  This 
includes NPC assets linking the transmission system and the distribution system which are neither 
classified as generation nor transmission. 
 
Supplier - Refers to any person or entity authorized by the ERC who sells, brokers, markets or 
aggregates electricity to or for the public consumption of the competitive market. 
 
Supply of Electricity - Refers to the sale of electricity by authorized entities. 
Transmission of Electricity - Refers to the conveyance of electricity through the high voltage 
backbone system. 
  
 
 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
 
 
Charcoal – solid product obtained from the destructive distillation and/or thermal degradation of 
wood.   (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Forest* – refers to land with an area of more than 0.5 hectare and tree crown cover (or equivalent 
stocking level) of more than 10 percent. The trees should be able to reach a minimum height of 5 
meters at maturity in situ. It consists either of closed forest formations where trees of various storeys 
and undergrowth cover a high proportion of the ground or open forest formations with a continuous 
vegetation cover in which tree crown cover exceeds 10 percent. Young natural stands and all 
plantations established for forestry purposes, which have yet to reach a crown density of more than 
10 percent or tree height of 5 meters are included under forest. 
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These are normally forming part of the forest area, which are temporarily unstocked as a 
result of human intervention or natural causes but which are expected to revert to forest. It includes 
forest nurseries and seed orchards that constitute an integral part of the forest; forest roads, cleared 
tracts, firebreaks and other small open areas; forest within protected areas; windbreaks and shelter 
belts of trees with an area of more than 0.5 hectare and width of more than 20 meter; plantations 
primarily used for forestry purposes, including rubber wood plantations. It also includes bamboo, 
palm and fern formations (except coconut and oil palm).  (Reference: Food and Agriculture 
Organization, 2000)  
 
Forest Land – includes the public forest, the permanent forest or forest reserves, and forest 
reservations.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Forest Product - all usable raw materials yielded by the forest including the associated water, fish, 
game, scenic, historical, recreational and geologic resources.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Log - felled trees bucked into convenient length of at least 1.5 meters, with at least 15 cm. in diameter. 
It may either be poles, piles, pulpwood, sawlog or veneer log.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Lumber - solid wood not further manufactured other than sawing, resawing and passing lengthwise 
through a standard planing machine crosscut to length. (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
National Park – refers to a forest reservation essentially of primitive or wilderness character which 
has been withdrawn from settlement or occupancy and set aside as such exclusively to preserve the 
scenery, the natural and historic objects and the wild animals or plants therein, and to provide 
enjoyment of these features in such a manner as will leave them unimpaired for future generations.  
(Protected Areas and Wildlife Bureau) 
 
Non-Timber Forest Product - includes all forest products except timber; also known as minor forest 
product.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Plywood - an assembled product made of layers of veneer held together by an adhesive, the chief 
characteristic of which is the alternate cross layers, distributing the longitudinal wood strength.  It 
consists of three or more layers of veneer, firmly glued together with the grain direction of the middle 
layer at right angles to that of the two parallel outer layers. (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
Poles and Piles – logs for use as electric post, pier piling, railroad ties, sleepers and the like.  (Forest 
Management Bureau) 
 
Pulpwood – any wood commercially used for the manufacture of any type of pulp.  (Forest 
Management Bureau) 
 
Rainfall  (mm) - the amount of precipitation (rain, hail, etc.) expressed in millimeter depth, of the 
layer of water which has fallen.  (Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services 
Administration) 
 
Roundwood - wood in its natural state as felled or otherwise harvested, with or without bar, round, 
split roughly squared or other forms (e.g. roots, stumps).  It may also be impregnated (e.g. telegraph 
poles) or roughly shaped or pointed.  It comprises all wood obtained from the forest such as 
sawlogs/veneer logs, pulpwood, fuelwood and other industrial roundwood.  (Forest Management 
Bureau) 
 
Timberland – refers to land of the public domain which has been the subject of the present system of 
land classification determined to be needed for forest purposes.  Eventually, these lands will be 
proclaimed as forest reserves by the President.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
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Upland – highland; ground elevation above the lowlands along rivers or between hills.  (Forest 
Management Bureau) 
 
Veneer - thin sheets of wood of uniform thickness, rotary cut, sliced or sawn for use in the 
manufacture of plywood.  (Forest Management Bureau) 
 
 
TRADE  
 
 
Balance of Trade - the difference between the export earnings and import payments of all goods or 
merchandise trade transacted by a country.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Domestic Export - export for goods grown, mined, cultured or manufactured in the Philippines.  
(Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
Export - all goods leaving the country which are properly cleared through the Customs.  (National 
Statistics Office) 
 
Free on Board (F.O.B.) Value - the value of the goods free on board the carrier at the frontier of the 
exporting country.  It includes inland freight, export duty and other expenses.  Ocean freight, 
insurance and consular fee are, however, excluded.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Import - all goods entering any of the seaports or airports of entry of the Philippines properly cleared 
through the Customs or remaining under Customs control, whether the goods are for direct 
consumption, for merchanting, for warehousing or for further processing. (National Statistics Office) 
 
Non-Traditional Exports - export goods whose value did not exceed US$5 million in 1968 and which 
have undergone a significant degree of processing.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Re-Exports - exports of imported goods which do not undergo physical and/or chemical 
transformation in the Philippines.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Traditional Exports - export goods whose value exceed US$5 million in 1968 and which have 
undergone a significant degree of processing.  (Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
 
 
INCOME AND PRICES  
 
 
Consumer Price Index (CPI)*** – Indicator of the change in the average prices of a fixed basket of 
goods and services commonly purchased by households relative to a base year. 
 
Core Inflation** - is a measure of inflation that aims to capture the permanent component of the 
inflationary process that can be influenced by monetary policy.  
 
Family – is a group of persons usually living together and composed of the head and other persons 
related to the head by blood, marriage and adoption.  A single person living alone is considered a 
separate family.  (2000 FIES, National Statistics Office (NSO))   
 
Family Expenditures – refers to the expenses or disbursements made by the family purely for 
personal consumption during the reference period.  They exclude all expenses in relation to farm or 
business operations, investment ventures, purchase of real property and other disbursements which 
do not involve personal consumption. Gifts, support, assistance or relief in goods and services 
received by the family from friends, relatives, etc. and consumed during the reference period are 
included in the family expenditures. Value consumed from net share of crops, fruits and vegetables 
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produced or livestock raised by other households, family sustenance and entrepreneurial activities 
are also considered as family expenditures. (2000 FIES, NSO) 
 
Family Income – includes primary income and receipts from other sources received by all family 
members during the calendar year as participants in any economic activity or as recipients of 
transfers, pensions, grants, etc. (2000 FIES, NSO) 
Primary income includes: 

 Salaries and wages from employment. 
 Commissions, tips, bonuses, family and clothing allowance, transportation and 

representation allowance and honoraria. 
 Other forms of compensation and net receipts derived from the operation of family-operated 

enterprises/activities and the practice of profession or trade. 
 
Income from other sources include: 

 Imputed rental values of owner-occupied dwelling units. 
 Interests. 
 Rentals including land owner’s share of agricultural products 
 Pensions 
 Support and value of food and non-food items received as gifts by the family (as well as the 

imputed value of services rendered free of charge to the family). 
 Receipts from family sustenance activities, which are not considered as family operated 

enterprise. 
 
Food Threshold (FT) ******* – the minimum income/expenditure required for a family/individual to 
meet the basic food needs, which satisfies the nutritional requirements for economically necessary 
and socially desirable physical activities. 
 
Gini Ratio ******* - the ratio of the area between the Lorenz curve and the diagonal (the line of perfect 
equality) to the area below the diagonal.  
 

Notes: It is a measure of the extent to which the distribution of income/ expenditure among 
families/individuals deviates from a perfectly equal distribution, with limits 0 for perfect 
equality and 1 for perfect inequality.  

 
Headline Inflation** - measures changes in the cost of living based on movements in the prices of a 
specified basket of major commodities. It refers to the annual rate of change or the year-on-year 
change in the Consumer Price Index (CPI). 
 
Income Gap – is the average income shortfall (expressed in proportion to the poverty line) of those 
below the threshold. (1997 Philippine Poverty Statistics, NSCB) 
 
Inflation Rate - the annual rate of change or the year-on-year change in the Consumer Price Index.  
 
Magnitude of the Poor - the number of families or the population whose annual per capita income 
falls below the poverty threshold.  
 
Poverty Gap (PG) ******* – the total income/ expenditure shortfall (expressed in proportion to the 
poverty threshold) of families/ individuals with income/ expenditure below the poverty threshold, 
divided by the total number of families/ individuals. 
 
Poverty Incidence (PI) ******* - the proportion of families/individuals with per capita income / 
expenditure less than the per capita poverty threshold to the total number of families/individuals.  
 
Poverty Threshold (PT) ******* – the minimum income/expenditure required for a 
family/individual to meet the basic food and non-food requirements. 
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Notes:  Basic food requirements are currently based on 100% adequacy for the Recommended 
Energy and Nutrient Intake (RENI) for protein and energy equivalent to an average of 2000 
kilocalories per capita, and 80% adequacy for other nutrients. On the other hand, basic non-
food requirements, indirectly estimated by obtaining the ratio of food to total basic 
expenditures from a reference group of families, cover expenditure on: 1) clothing and 
footwear; 2) housing; 3) fuel, light, water; 4) maintenance and minor repairs; 5) rental of 
occupied dwelling units; 6) medical care; 7) education; 8) transportation and communication; 
9) non-durable furnishings; 10) household operations; and 11) personal care & effects. 
 

Producer Price Index (PPI)*** - statistical measure of the average changes in average prices of a 
basket of goods as they leave the establishment of the producers relative to a base period. 
 
Producer Price Index (PPI) for Agriculture*** - statistical measure of the average changes in average 
farmgate prices of a basket of goods relative to a base period. 
 
Purchasing Power of the Peso*** - a measure of the real value of the peso in a given period relative to 
a chosen reference period. It is computed by getting the reciprocal of the CPI and multiplying the 
result by 100  
 
Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDA) – are levels of nutrient intakes, which are considered 
adequate to maintain health and provide reasonable levels of reserves in body tissues of nearly all 
healthy persons in the population. (RDA, 1989 edition) 
 
Retail Price*** - the price at which a commodity is sold for spot in small quantities for consumption. 
 
Retail Price Index (RPI)*** – statistical measure of the changes in the prices at which retailers dispose 
of their goods to consumers or end-users relative to a base year. 
 
Severity of Poverty (SP) ******* – the total of the squared income/expenditure shortfall (expressed in 
proportion to the poverty threshold) of families/ individuals with income/expenditure below the 
poverty threshold, divided by the total number of families/ individuals.  
 

Notes:  This is equal to the Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) family of measures with alpha = 2. 
It is a poverty measure, which is sensitive to the income/ expenditure distribution among the 
poor – the worse this distribution is, the more severe poverty is.  

 
Subsistence Incidence (S) ******* - the proportion of families/individuals with per capita income/ 
expenditure less than the per capita food threshold to the total number of families/ individuals.  
 
Wholesale Price*** – the average price of a commodity transacted in bulk for further resale or 
processing. 
 
Wholesale Price Index (WPI)*** - statistical measure of average changes over time in the wholesale 
prices of commodities relative to a base year.  
 
 
 
INDUSTRY  
 
 
Approved Foreign Direct Investment* - represent the amount of contribution or share of 
nonresidents in investment projects within the Philippine economic territory as approved by 
investment promotion agencies such as the Board of Investments, Philippine Economic Zone 
Authority, Subic Bay Metropolitan Authority and the Clark Development Corporation, and other 
government entities as may be created for the same purpose. Approved foreign direct investments do 
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not represent actual investments generated but rather investment commitments, which may or may 
not be realized immediately or in the future. These consist of equity, loans and reinvested earnings.  
 
Average Total Employment - arrived at by dividing the total employment during the pay periods, 
earest the middle of each quarter (Feb. 15, May 15, Aug. 15, and Nov. 15) by four quarters.  (National 
Statistics Office) 
 
Capital Expenditures for Fixed Assets – include cost of acquisition of new and used fixed assets, 
fixed assets produced by the establishment for its own use, major alterations, additions and 
improvements to fixed assets, whether done by others, or done on own account.  (National Statistics 
Office) 
Capital Increase – the additional funds put into the capital stock of existing business firms.  (Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
Capital Investment – the amount of capital invested by a newly registered organization whether a 
corporation, partnership or single proprietorship.  (Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
Capital Withdrawal – the retirement and/or redemption of capital funds of business firms.  (Bangko 
Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
Census Value Added - represents the difference between the value of output and the total costs of 
materials and supplies consumed, fuels purchased, electricity purchased, industrial services done by 
others and goods purchased and resold 
 
Cost - all expenses whether paid or payable incurred during the year including interest expenses and 
indirect taxes and other charges.  Valuation is usually at market price, net of discounts, rebates, 
returns and allowances.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Direct investment enterprise in the Philippines Balance of Payments* - an incorporated enterprise 
in which a foreign investor owns 10 percent or more of the ordinary shares or voting power for an 
incorporated enterprise or an unincorporated enterprise in which a foreign investor has equivalent 
ownership. Ownership of 10 percent of the ordinary shares or voting stock is the guideline for 
determining the existence of a direct investment relationship. An “effective voice in the 
management”, as evidenced by an ownership of at least 10 percent, implies that the direct investor is 
able to influence, or participate in, the management of an enterprise; absolute control by the foreign 
investor is not required.  
 
Establishment – an economic unit which engages in one or predominantly one kind of economic 
activity at a fixed single physical location.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Foreign Direct Investment* – the category of international investment made by a resident entity in 
one economy (direct investor) with the objective of establishing/obtaining a lasting interest in an 
enterprise resident in an economy other than that of the investor (direct investment enterprise). 
”Lasting interest” implies the existence of a long-term relationship between the direct investor and 
the enterprise and a significant degree of influence by the direct investor on the management of the 
direct investment enterprise. Direct investment involves both the initial transaction between the two 
entities and all subsequent transactions between them and among affiliated enterprises, both 
incorporated and unincorporated.   
 
Foreign Direct Investment in the Philippines Balance of Payments* - all equity investments by 
nonresidents in the Philippines, except equity securities transacted through the stock exchange that 
do not exceed 10 percent of the total shares of the resident enterprise. It is assumed that a nonresident 
investor has a significant influence in management and expresses lasting interest in or relationship 
with the resident enterprise in which they invest. These include the following major investment:  
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Foreign Equity Capital – comprises: (i) equity in branches; (ii) all shares in subsidiaries and 
associates (except nonparticipating, preferred shares that are treated as debt securities and 
included under direct investment, other capital); and (iii) other capital contributions of 
foreign investors in a direct investment enterprise. 
Reinvested earnings and undistributed branch profits of foreign direct investment 
enterprises - comprised of foreign direct investors’ shares in proportion to equity held, of 
earnings that foreign subsidiaries and associated enterprises do not distribute as dividends 
(reinvested earnings), and earnings that branches and other unincorporated enterprises do 
not remit to foreign direct investors (undistributed branch profits). 
 
Other foreign direct investment capital - covers the borrowing or lending of funds between 
foreign direct investors and subsidiaries, branches, and associates - including debt securities, 
suppliers’ credit, and nonparticipating, preferred shares (which are treated as debt securities). 

 
Investments - amount of money or other resources measured in terms of money placed on activities 
or other forms of assets for the purpose of earning profits.  (Board of Investment) 
 
Paid Employee - person working for and receiving pay from an establishment; includes the full time 
or part-time employee on paid leaves, e.g. paid vacation, maternity holiday or sick leave.  Excludes 
consultants, home workers, workers receiving commissions and workers on indefinite leave.  
(National Statistics Office) 
 
Registered foreign direct investments* - refer to original/initial and additional paid-up capital 
investments and contributions by non-residents as single proprietors as approved by the Department 
of Trade and Industry, or as incorporators and/or stockholders in newly-registered and existing 
domestic stock corporations and domestic partnerships as approved by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. These include acquisition of shares in other SEC-registered companies by newly-
registered and/or existing domestic stock corporations and domestic partnerships and exclude inter-
company loans and statutory inward remittances and security deposits required from foreign 
corporations or multinational firms that have been licensed to operate in the Philippines.  
 
Resident of an economy* - an entity that has a center of economic interest in the economic territory of 
a country usually indicated by a one-year stay in that economy. The one-year period is suggested 
only as a guideline and not as an inflexible rule. 
 
Salaries and Wages - payments in cash or in kind prior to deductions for employees’ contribution to 
SSS/GSIS, withholding tax, etc. to all employees.  Included are total basic pay, overtime pay and 
other benefits.  (National Statistics Office) 
 
Shipments - the sale or inter-plant transfer of finished products from an establishment.  (National 
Statistics Office) 
 
Stocks - investments in shares of stock, common or preferred, traded, subsidiaries, and non-
subsidiaries.  (Securities and Exchange Commission) 
 
Subscription Capital – that portion of the authorized capital which has been underwritten by the 
stockholders.  (Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas) 
 
Total Receipt (Revenue/Sales) – includes the value/cash received and receivables for products 
shipped, goods sold and transferred and industrial and non-industrial services rendered to others.  
(National Statistics Office) 
 
Value of Output - represents the total value of products sold, receipts from contract work and 
industrial services done for others, receipts from goods bought and sold in same conditions, fixed 
assets produced on own-account and change in inventories (ending less beginning of finished 
products, work-in process and goods for release).  (National Statistics Office) 
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LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT  
 
 
Actual Strike - any temporary stoppage of work by the concerted action of the employees as a result 
of an industrial or labor dispute. This may include slow down, boycott, sit-down, mass leave, 
attempts to damage, destroy or sabotage plant equipment and facilities and similar activities: 

 
 Boycott - concerted action by employees and their union to refrain from working with the 

establishment 
 Mass Leave - concerted work stoppage where the union or the workers avail en masse of 

their paid leaves under their Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) or by law or where said 
workers/union go on massive Absence Without Official Leave (AWOL) 

 Sit-down - concerted work stoppage where workers refuse to work inside a factory or 
establishment after punching their time cards 

 
Collective Bargaining Agreement (CBA) – the negotiated contract between a legitimate labor 
organization and the employer concerning wages, hours of work, and all other terms and conditions 
of employment in a bargaining unit, including mandatory provisions for grievance and arbitration 
machinery.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
 
Deployed Overseas Filipino Workers – recruited worker who leaves for an overseas job with the pre-
condition that employment/travel documentation papers are processed by Philippine Overseas 
Employment Administration (POEA) and his/her departure is actually recorded at the Labor 
Assistance Center at the Ninoy Aquino International Airport.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment 
Statistics)  
 
Employed -  include all those who, during the reference period are 15 years old and over as of their 
last birthday and are reported either: 
 

At work.  Those who do any work even for one hour during the reference period for pay or 
profit, or work without pay on the farm or business enterprise operated by a member of the 
same household related by blood, marriage or adoption; or 
 
With a job but not at work.  Those who have a job or business but are not at work because of 
temporary illness/injury, vacation or other reasons.  Likewise, persons who expect to report 
for work or to start operation of a farm or business enterprise within two weeks from the date 
of the enumerator’s visit, are considered employed.  (National Statistics Office)  

 
Employment Rate - proportion in percent of the total number of employed persons to the total 
number of persons in the labor force.  (National Statistics Office)  
  
Household – an aggregate of persons, generally but not necessarily bound by ties of kinship, which 
live together under the same roof and eat together or share in common the household food.  Members 
comprise the head of the household, relatives living with him and other persons who share the 
community life for reasons of work or other consideration.  A person who lives alone is considered a 
separate household.  (National Statistics Office)  
 
Labor Force – the population 15 years old and over whether employed or unemployed who 
contribute to the production of goods and services in the country.  (National Statistics Office)  
 
Labor Force Participation Rate – proportion in percent of the total number of persons in the labor 
force to the total population 15 years old and over.  (National Statistics Office)  
 
Land-Based Workers – a contract worker other than a seaman including workers engaged in offshore 
activities whose occupation requires that majority of his working/gainful hours are spent on land.  
(Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
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Man-Days Lost – total number of man-days lost due to strikes or lockouts declared.  It is computed 
by multiplying the number of workers involved in the strike or lockout by the total number  of 
working days lost or made idle due to the strike/lockout.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment 
Statistics)  
  
Nominal Minimum Wage Rate - the lowest basic wage rate that an employer can pay his/her 
workers as fixed by the Regional Tripartite Wages and Productivity Board  (RTWPB), which is not 
lower than the applicable statutory minimum wage rate. This includes mandated Cost of Living 
Allowance  (COLAs), if any.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
 
Notice of Lockout – the notification filed by an employer with the appropriate National Conciliation 
and Mediation Board (NCMB) regional branch about its intention to temporarily cease its operation 
because of the allegations by a duly registered labor union of unfair labor practice act/s or because of 
a deadlock in collective bargaining negotiations.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics) 
 
Notice of Strike – the notification filed by a duly registered labor union with the appropriate NCMB 
regional branch about its intention to go on strike because of alleged commission by the employer of 
unfair labor practice act/s or because of a deadlock in collective bargaining negotiations.  (Bureau of 
Labor and Employment Statistics) 
  
Overseas Contract Workers (OCW) - any individual who was or presently engaged in gainful 
employment in a foreign country, covered by a specific “contract of employment” defining the terms 
and conditions of that employment and the employer-employee relationship, provided that the herein 
referred contract was approved for implementation/application by the Philippine Overseas 
Employment Administration (POEA) and the deployment/mobilization having been authorized by 
the POEA and provided further that the corresponding Welfare Fund Contribution having been paid 
at the time of employment processing at POEA or at any time thereafter as in the case of legitimized 
overseas contract worker, the latter gaining recognition thru the process of latent legitimacy in 
accordance with applicable rules and policies in applicable case/s. The OCW may be landbased or 
seabased 
 
Overseas Filipino Worker (OFW) – a Filipino worker who is to be engaged, is engaged, or has been 
engaged in a remunerated activity in a country of which he/she is not a legal resident. (Bureau of 
Labor and Employment Statistics) 
 
Processed Overseas Filipino Workers – recruited worker whose contract and travel documents have 
been verified and validated through the Contract Processing Department of the POEA and is to be 
deployed for a specific period of time.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics) 
 
Real Minimum Wage Rate – the minimum wage deflated by the current Consumer Price Index (CPI).  
(Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
 
Rural Area – an area not falling under any of the classifications of an urban area.  (National Statistics 
Office)  
 
Sea-Based Worker – any person employed in a vessel engaged in maritime navigation.  Also called a 
seaman.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
 
Strike – any temporary stoppage of work by the concerted action of the employees as a result of an 
industrial or labor dispute.  Includes actual strike (with or without notice) filed at appropriate NCMB 
regional branches.  (Bureau of Labor and Employment Statistics)  
 
Underemployed – include all employed persons who express the desire to have additional hours of 
work in their present job or an additional job, or to have a new job with longer working hours.  
(National Statistics Office)  
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Underemployment Rate – proportion in percent of the total number of underemployed persons to 
the total number of employed persons.  (National Statistics Office)  
  
Unemployed**** - include all persons who are 15 years old and over as of their last birthday and are 
reported as: 
 

without work , i.e., had no job or business during the basic survey reference period; AND 
 
currently available for work , i.e., were available and willing to take up work in paid 
employment or self employment during the basic survey reference period, and/or would be 
available and willing to take up work in paid employment or self employment within two 
weeks after the interview date; AND 
 
seeking work, i.e., had taken specific steps to look for a job or establish a business during the 
basic survey reference period; OR not seeking workdue to the following reasons: (a) 
tired/believe no work available, i.e., the discouraged workers who looked for work within 
the last six months prior to the interview date; (b) awaiting results of previous job application; 
(c) temporary illness/disability; (d) bad weather; and (e) waiting for rehire/job recall. 

 
Unemployment Rate – proportion in percent of the total number of unemployed persons to the total 
number of persons in the labor force.  (National Statistics Office)  
  
Union – any registered group or association of employees that exist in whole or in part for the 
purpose of collective bargaining or of dealing with employers concerning terms and conditions of 
employment.  A union may be formed in the private or public sector.  (Bureau of Labor and 
Employment Statistics)  
 
Visibly Underemployed Persons - those who worked for less than 40 hours during the reference 
period and want additional hours of work 
 
 
 
POPULATION AND HOUSING 
  
 
Household*** - a social unit consisting of a person living alone or a group of persons who sleep in the 
same housing unit and have a common arrangement in the preparation and consumption of food.  
 
Housing Unit - a structurally separate and independent place of abode which, by the way it has been 
constructed, converted or arranged is intended for habitation by one household. Structures or parts of 
structures which are not intended for habitation such as commercial, industrial, and cultural 
buildings or natural and man-made shelters such as caves, boats, abandoned trucks, culverts, and 
others, but which are used as living quarters by households. 
 
Human Development Index*** - a measure of how well a country has performed, not only in terms 
of real income growth, but also in terms of social indicators of people’s ability to lead a long and 
healthy life, to acquire knowledge and skills, and to have access to the resources needed to afford a 
decent standard of living.  
Life Expectancy*** – represents the average number of years remaining to a person who survives to 
the beginning of a given age or age interval x. 
 
Life Expectancy at Birth*** – is defined as the number of years a newborn child can be expected to 
live under a given mortality condition of an area in a given year  
 
Marital Status*** - status of an individual in relation to marriage, classified as follows: a) Single - A 
person who has never been married; b) Married - A couple living together as husband and wife, 
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legally or consensually; c) Divorced - A person whose bond of matrimony has been dissolved legally 
and who therefore can remarry; d) Separated - A person separated legally or not from his/her spouse 
because of marital discord or misunderstanding; and e) Widowed - A person whose bond of 
matrimony has been dissolved by death of his/her spouse. 
 
Medium Assumption - moderate fertility decline and moderate mortality decline  
 
Migration*** - the movement of people across a specific boundary for the purpose of establishing a 
new or semi-permanent residence. Two distinct types are international migration (migration between 
countries) and internal migration (migration within a country).  
 
Population*** - total number of individuals in a territory at a specified time. It covers both nationals 
and aliens, native and foreign-born persons, internees, refugees and any other group physically 
present within the borders of a country at a specified time. In assembling national demographic 
statistics for publication, the basic aim has been to obtain data for the physically present (or “de 
facto”) population rather than for the legally established resident (or “de jure”) inhabitants.  
 
Population Density*** - refers to the number of persons per unit of land area (usually in square 
kilometers). This measure is more meaningful if given as population per unit of arable land.  
 
Population Distribution*** - the patterns of settlement and dispersal of a population.  
 
Population Growth Rate*** – indicates how fast a population increases or decreases as a result of the 
interplay of births, deaths, and migration during a given period of time. Where the population is 
closed, meaning no migration, the population growth rate is the same as the rate of natural increase, 
i.e., the difference between the number of births and the number of deaths during a specified period 
of time. The three methods for computing the rate of growth based on the assumption with respect to 
the change are: arithmetic change, geometric change and exponential change.  
 
Population Projections*** - computation of future changes in population numbers, given certain 
assumptions about future trends in the rates of fertility, mortality and migration. Demographers often 
publish high, medium, and low projections of the same population based on different assumptions of 
how these rates will change in the future.  
 
Sex Ratio*** - the number of males per 100 females in a population.  
 
Total Fertility Rate*** – the average number of children that would be born alive to a woman (or 
group of women) during her lifetime if she were to pass through her childbearing years conforming 
to the age specific fertility rates of a given time period.  
 
 
 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION  
 
 
Barangay - the smallest political unit into which cities and municipalities in the Philippines are 
divided. It is the basic unit of the Philippine political system. It consists of less than 1,000 inhabitants 
residing within the territorial limit of a city or municipality and administered by a set of elective 
officials, headed by a barangay chairman (punong barangay). 
 
Current Operating Expenses - amount budgeted for the purchase of goods and services for the 
conduct of normal government operations within the budget year.  It includes goods and services that 
will be used or consumed during the budget year. 
 
Capital Outlays - amount budgeted for the purchase of goods and services, the benefit of which 
extend beyond the budget year and which add to the assets of the government. Also includes equity 
investments in the capital stock of government owned or controlled corporation. 
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Capital Revenue - resources realized from the sale of fixed or capital assets, such as building, 
equipment, machine and intangibles 
 
City - there are three classes of cities in the Philippines: the highly urbanized, the independent 
component cities which are independent of the province, and the component cities which are part of 
the provinces where they are located and subject to their administrative supervision. 
Current Surplus - excess of revenues over expenditures. 
 
Debt Service - the sum of loan repayments, interest payments, commitment fees and other charges on 
foreign and domestic borrowings. 
 
Defense - this covers expenditures for military and para-military services for use against external 
aggression and suppression of subversion and other organized movement to overthrow the 
government  
 
Deficit - shortfall/deficiency of revenues over expenditures of the government. 
 
Extraordinary Income - collections derived from the repayment of loans and advances made by the 
government as well as from other non-recurring sources. 
 
Financing Account - means of funding government expenditure consisting of domestic and external 
borrowing less amortization and changes in government holding of cash to cover the differences 
between total revenue and total expenditures of the national government. 
 
General Public Services - this covers expenditures for services which are indispensable to the 
existence of an organized state and cannot be allocated to specific sectors or subsectors. This includes 
executive and legislative services; overall financial and fiscal services; civil services; planning; 
conduct of foreign affairs; general research, public order and safety and centralized services. 
 
Government Securities or Treasury Bills - bills issued by the Bureau of Treasury as agent of the 
government.  
 
Grants - all non-repayable transfers received from other levels of government or from private 
individuals, or institutions including reparations and gifts given for particular projects or programs, 
or for general budget support. 
 
Municipality – is a political corporate body which is endowed with the facilities of a municipal 
corporation, exercised by and through the municipal government in conformity with law. It is a 
subsidiary of the province which consists of a number of barangays within its territorial boundaries, 
one of which is the seat of government found at the town proper (poblacion). 
 
Net Lending - advances by the national government for the servicing of government guaranteed 
corporate debt during the year, net of repayments on such advances.  Includes loans outlays or 
proceeds from program loans relent to government corporations. 
 
Non-Tax Revenue - revenue collected from sources other than compulsory tax levies.  Includes those 
collected in exchange for direct services rendered by government agencies to the public, or those 
arising from the government’s regulatory and investment activities. 
 
Personal Services - provisions for the payment of salaries, wages and other compensation (e.g., merit, 
salary increase, cost of living allowances, honoraria and commutable allowances) of permanent, 
temporary, contractual and casual employees of the government. 
 
Province - the largest unit in the political structure of the Philippines. It consists, in varying numbers, 
of municipalities and, in some cases, of component cities. Its functions and duties in relation to its 
component cities and municipalities are generally coordinative and supervisory. 
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Public Sector - consists of the National Government, local governments, government-owned or 
controlled corporations and government monetary institutions 
 
Revenue - a cash inflow which does not increase the liability of the government. 
 
Sectoral Allocation of Expenditures - this categorize the purpose of government expenditure. The 
classification focuses on the purposes for which outlays are made, irrespective of the agency of 
government through which they were made 
 
Taxes on Domestic Goods and Services - taxes levied on the domestic production, sale or transfer, 
leasing, use or delivery of goods, and rendering of services. 
 
Taxes on Income and Profit - taxes imposed on all taxable income earned or received by a taxpayer 
whether an individual, partnership, or corporation, during a particular period of time, usually lasting 
one year. 
 
Taxes on International Trade and Transactions - the sum of import and customs duties, and other 
international trade-related tax collections of the national government. 
 
Taxes on Property - taxes imposed on the ownership of wealth or immovable properties and on the 
transfer of real or personal properties, both tangible and intangible. 
 
Source: Department of Budget and Management 
 
 
 
PUBLIC ORDER, SAFETY AND JUSTICE  
 
 
Crime - is an act in violation of penal law. For statistical purposes, only crimes reported to authorities 
are covered. 
 
Index Crimes - refer to those violations of the penal code considered to have socio-economic 
significance, and occur with sufficient regularity to be meaningful. These include crimes versus 
person (murder, homicide, physical injury and rape), and crimes versus property (robbery and theft). 
 
Non-Index Crimes - refer to all other crimes not classified as index crimes. These are mostly 
composed of victimless offenses (e.g., crimes against national security, crimes against the 
fundamental laws of the state, crimes against public order, crimes against public morals, and 
violations of special laws). 
 
Crime Rate - is the number of reported crimes per 100,000 population.  
 
Policeman-to-Population Ratio - is an indicator that measures the adequacy of the police force in its 
task of promoting peace and order, and of providing security to the people and property. It is 
computed by dividing the total population by the total number of policemen.  
 
Fireman-to-Population Ratio - is an indicator that measures the adequacy of the firefighting 
manpower to safeguard the people and property. It is computed by dividing the total population by 
the total number of firemen.  
 
Drug/Substance Abuse - is the misuse of any chemical, licit or illicit, which results in an individual’s 
physical, mental/emotional or social impairment. 
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Human Rights - refers to any basic right or freedom to which all human beings are entitled, and in 
whose exercise a government may not interfere (including rights to life and liberty as well as freedom 
of thought and expression, and equality before the law). 
 
Case Inflow (Courts) - refers to the summation of cases newly filed, cases revived/reopened, and 
cases received from other salas/courts during the reference period. 
 
Case Outflow (Courts) - refers to the summation of cases decided/resolved, cases archived, cases 
transferred to other salas/courts, and cases with proceedings suspended during the reference period.  
 
Court Caseload - refers to the summation of cases pending at the end of the preceding period, and of 
case inflow during the current period.  
 
Cases Decided/Resolved (Courts) - refer to the cases that have been given decision based on merits, 
including those that have been dismissed, withdrawn, or amicably settled during the reference 
period.  
 
Case Backlog (Courts) - refers to the total number of pending cases, i.e., those that have not been 
disposed of at the end of the reference period. It is derived by subtracting case outflow from court 
caseload.  
 
Court Case Disposition Rate - refers to the ratio of total cases decided/resolved in a year over total 
cases filed. A ratio of less than one indicates an increasing backlog; greater than one, decreasing 
backlog; and equal to one means that the backlog is being maintained.  
 
Natural Disaster - refers to any sudden event produced by nature that causes great damage to the 
people and property such as typhoon, earthquake, volcanic eruption, etc. 
 
 
 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY  
 
 
Joint Research Projects/Ventures with the Private Sector – any project fully or partially financed by a 
Department of Science and Technology (DOST) Council or any private establishment/entity and 
undertaken by any of the DOST Research and Development Institutes. 
 
Invention – any new, useful machine or device manufactured product or substance, process or any 
improvement thereof, that involves inventive act of degree more than the skills of expertise, artisan or 
mechanic; Any technical solution of a problem in any filed of human activity which is new, involves 
an inventive step and is industrially applicable. 
 
Industrial Design – any composition of lines or colors or any three-dimensional form, whether or not 
associated with lines or colors. Provided that, such composition or form should give a special 
appearance to and can serve as pattern for an industrial product or handicraft that are new or 
original. 
 
Joint Research Projects/Ventures with the Private Sector – any project fully or partially financed by a 
Department of Science and Technology (DOST) Council or any private establishment/entity and 
undertaken by any of the DOST Research and Development Institutes. 
 
Mark – any visible sign capable of distinguishing the goods (trademark) or services (service mark) of 
an enterprise and shall include a stamped or marked container of goods. 
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Patent – is a grant issued by the Philippine government giving an inventor the right to exclude others 
from making, using, selling or importing the product of his invention within the Philippine in 
exchange for his patentable information or disclosure. 
 
Research and Development (R & D) Projects  
 

 Completed – projects completed at various stages of the R&D spectrum, namely: basic 
research, applied research, experimental development, and pilot testing. 

 
 Supported/Assisted – projects funded by DOST Councils or by DOST-Office of the Secretary 

(OSEC). These are projects given technical support by R & D Institutes. 
 

 Implemented – projects implemented by R & D performing institutes like Information 
Technology Development Institute (ITDI) and Food and Nutrition Research Institute (FNRI). 

 
Research Contacted – projects requested by private industries to R&D Institutes. 
 
Scholarship - includes scholarships given by DOST Councils, SEI, PHSS, FPRDI, PAGASA, DOST, 
NRCP, and ESEP. 
 
Technologies Commercialized – technologies that are adopted and used already. 
 

 Technologies Commercialized (New) - technologies that are used for the first time. 
 

 Technologies Commercialized (Existing) – technologies that have been adopted and are 
already being used. 

 
Technologies Diffused – technologies disseminated through trainings, demonstration, and techno 
packages. 
 

 Technologies Diffused (new) – technologies disseminated for the first time through trainings, 
demonstration, and techno packages. 

 
 Technologies Diffused (existing) - technologies already disseminated or given through 

trainings, demonstrations, and techno packages.  
 
Trademark - Includes individual names and surnames, firm names, tradenames, devices or words 
used by one to identify his business, vocation, or occupation. 
 
Tradename - Includes any word, name, symbol, emblem, sign, or device or any combination thereof 
used to identify one’s goods and distinguish them from those of others. 
 
Transfer Payment - unilateral payments made by the government to households, non-profit 
institutions, other government and government corporation (these are in the form of grants, subsidies 
and contributions, awards and indemnities, retirement benefits and other claims). 
 
Utility Model – any technical solution of a problem in any field of human activity which is new and 
industrially applicable.  
 
Source:   Department of Science and Technology (DOST) and Intellectual Property Office, 
Department of Trade and Industry  
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SOCIAL SERVICES 
 
 
MEDICARE Insurance Fund - fund set aside for payment of claims of members against 
hospitalization, surgical and medical expenses. 
 
Social Services - this covers expenditures for education, health, social security, labor and 
employment, housing and community development and other social activities. 
 
Women in Especially Difficult Circumstances 
 
Battering – an act of inflicting physical harm on a woman resulting to physical and 
psychological/emotional distress preventing her from doing what she wishes or forcing her to behave 
in a manner that is unacceptable to her. 
 
Illegal Recruitment - refers to victims who were recruited usually for a fee for various forms of local 
or foreign employment but ended up being victimized, i.e., no job placement were effected or who 
actually job-placed but under exploitative/oppressive conditions (low salaries, long hours of work, 
etc.) and have lost their jobs. 
 
Involuntary Prostitution - refers to victims who were recruited for various forms of employment 
such as receptionists, waitresses, entertainers, dancers, household help who are later on forced into 
prostitution. 
 
Sexual Abuse – an act, which is sexual in nature, committed against a woman without her consent.  
Sexual abuses include but are not limited to the following: rape, sexual harassment, acts of 
lasciviousness; treating a woman as a sex object; making demeaning and sexually suggestive remarks; 
physically attacking the sexual parts of her body; forcing her to watch pornographic video shows or 
see pornographic materials; catching the husband having sex with another woman in the marital 
bedroom; forcing the wife and mistress to sleep with the husband in the same room. 
 
Trafficking in Women - the act of recruiting and transporting a woman within and across national 
borders for work or services by means of violence or threat of violence, abuse of authority or 
dominant position, debt-bondage, deception or other forms of coercion. 
 
Acts of Lasciviousness - acts that are lascivious in nature, which include but are not limited to 
intentional touching, either direct or through clothing, of the genitalia, anus, groin, breast, inner thigh 
or buttocks; or the introduction of any object into the genitalia, anus or mouth of any child whether of 
the same or opposite sex with an intent to abuse, humiliate, harass, degrade, or arouse or gratify the 
sexual desire of any person; bestiality; masturbation; lascivious exhibition of the genital or pubic area 
of a person, etc. 
 
Child Labor - the illegal employment of children below 15 years old, or those below 18 years old in 
hazardous occupation. 
 
Child Prostitution - a practice where children, whether male or female, who for money, profit, or any 
other consideration, or due to the coercion or influence of any adult, syndicate or group, indulge in 
sexual intercourse or lascivious conduct. 
Child Sexual Abuse - the employment, use, persuasion, inducement, enticement, or coercion of a 
child to engage in or assist another person to engage in sexual intercourse or lascivious conduct, or 
the molestation, prostitution, or incest with children. 
 
Child Trafficking - the act of trading or dealing with children, including but not limited to, the 
buying and selling of children for money, or for any other consideration, or barter. 
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Children in Situation of Armed Conflict (CSAC) - children who are: a) members of displaced 
families as a result of armed conflict; b) physically weakened, orphaned or disabled as a result of 
armed conflict; c) combatants and those mobilized for other armed conflict-related activities; and d) 
disrupted from schooling due to armed conflict. 
 
Incest - sexual abuse committed against a child by a person who is related to her/him within fourth 
degree of consanguinity or affinity and who exercises influence, authority or moral ascendancy over 
her/him. 
 
Neglect - failure to provide, for reasons other than poverty, adequate food, clothing, shelter, basic 
education or medical care so as to seriously endanger the physical,  
mental, social and emotional growth and development of the child. 
 
Pedophilia – an act of psycho-sexual perversion deriving gratification from child sexual abuse. 
 
Rape - an act committed: 
 

By a man who shall have carnal knowledge of a child under any of the following circumstances: 
 

 through force, threat or intimidation; 
 when the child is deprived of reason, or otherwise unconscious; 
 by means of fraudulent machination or grave abuse of authority; and 
 when the offended party is under 12 years of age or is demented, even though none of the 

circumstances mentioned above be present. 
 

By any person who, under any of the circumstances mentioned in par. 1 hereof, shall commit an 
act of sexual assault by inserting the penis into a child’s mouth or anal orifice, or any instrument, 
object, or any other part of the body such as fingers or toes into the genital or anal orifice of a 
child. 

 
 
 
TOURISM  
 
 
Accommodation Establishment* – any establishment, which on a regular basis, provides for a fee 
facilities for overnight stays as its main business. It includes not only hotels and similar traditional 
forms of accommodation but also non-traditional forms of accommodation such as resorts, tourist 
complexes, camping sites, youth hostels, private apartments, villas and furnished rooms in private 
houses, and the likes. 
 
Available room* – A room in an accommodation establishment available for sale on a given day.  
 
Average Daily Expenditure* – Average consumption expenditure made by a visitor for one day of 
stay at a destination. 
 
Country of Residence – consists of the country where she/he has lived for most of the past year (12 
months), or for a shorter period if she/he intends to return within 12 months to live there.   
 
Cruise Passengers – visitors who arrive to and depart from the Philippines on the same ship. 
 
Domestic Tourism*** - tourism of resident visitors within the economic territory of the country of 
reference.  
 
Excursionist – temporary visitor staying less than twenty-four hours in the country visited. 
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Inbound Tourism*** - tourism of non-resident visitors within the economic territory of the country of 
reference. 
 
Occupancy* – the sale of an available room in an accommodation establishment in a given day. 
 
Occupancy Rate* – the proportion of occupancy to available rooms in an accommodation 
establishment over a period of time. 
 
Outbound Philippine Residents – covers the departures of Filipinos who are permanent residents of 
the Philippines as well as aliens and naturalized citizens of the Philippines with permanent residence 
in the country. 
 
Outbound Tourism*** - tourism of resident visitors outside the economic territory of the country of 
reference.  
 
Overseas Filipinos – Filipino nationals residing permanently abroad who are visiting the Philippines 
for a period not exceeding one year. 
 
Purpose of Visit* – the motivation for or objective of the trip in the absence of which the trip would 
not have taken place. 
 
Resident*** – an institutional unit is resident in a country when it has a center of economic interest in 
the economic territory of that country. 
 

Center of economic interest*** – it is said to have a center of economic interest when there 
exist some location-dwelling, place of production or other premises – within the economic 
territory on, or from, which it engages, and intends to continue to engage, in economic 
activities and transactions on a significant scale either indefinitely or over a finite but long 
period of time. 

 
Room Accommodation* - A room in an accommodation establishment available for occupancy by a 
visitor or guest for a specified period of time. 
 
Tourism*** - Comprises the activities of persons traveling to and staying in places outside their usual 
environment for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other purposes not 
related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited.  
 
Tourist*** - visitor who stays one or more nights in the place visited. 
 
Tourist Receipts – the receipts of a country in the form of consumption expenditures or payments for 
goods and services made by foreign visitors out of foreign currency resources. 
 
Usual Environment*** – corresponds to the geographical boundaries within which an individual 
displaces himself/herself within his/her regular routine of life; consists of the direct vicinity of 
his/her home and place of work or study and other places frequently visited. 
 
Visitor*** - any person traveling to a place other than that of his/her usual environment for less than 
12 months and whose main purpose of trip is other than the exercise of an activity remunerated from 
within the place visited. 
Visitor Arrivals – includes tourist, excursionists, aliens entering the country for a temporary stay not 
exceeding one year and for purposes other than immigration, permanent residence or employment 
for remuneration in the country and Filipino nationals residing permanently abroad on temporary 
stay in the Philippines not exceeding one year.  This excludes the following:  a) transit visitors and 
change-plan passengers who remain in the premises of the port of entry terminal; b) aliens with pre-
arranged employment for remuneration in the Philippines, even if length of stay is less than 59 days; 
c) Filipinos living abroad, regardless of length of stay overseas who are not permanent residents 
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abroad; d) immigrants or aliens with permanent residence in the Philippines; e) Filipino overseas 
contract workers on home visits; and f) returning residents of the Philippines. 
 
 
 
TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS 
 
 
Freight - the price paid to a ship owner for the transportation of goods or merchandise by sea from 
one specific port to another.  The word "freight" is also used to denote goods which are in the process 
of being transported from one place to another. 
 
Mail - dispatches of correspondence and other objects tendered by and intended for delivery by 
means of the postal service. 
 
Port - a sheltered harbor where marine terminal facilities are provided, consisting of piers or wharves 
at which ships berth/dock while loading or unloading cargo, transit sheds and other storage areas 
where ships may discharge incoming cargo, and warehouses where goods may be stored for longer 
periods while awaiting distribution or sailing. 
 
Radio Stations - one or more transmitters or receivers or a combination of transmitters and receivers 
including the accessory equipment, necessary at one location for carrying on a radio communication 
service.  Each station shall be classified by the service in which it operates permanently or 
temporarily. 
 
Telephone Density – the ratio of the number of telephones to total population at a given date. It is 
expressed as the number of telephone main stations per 100 persons. 
 
 
 
VITAL, HEALTH AND NUTRITION 
 
 
Barangay Health Stations - the primary health care facility at the barangay level where basic health 
services are delivered. (1998 Compendium of Social Statistics in the Philippines) 
 
Child Mortality Rate (CMR)***** - the probability of dying between exact age one and age five, 
expressed as the number of deaths of children from exact age one to less than age five during a given 
period per 1,000 children surviving to age 12 months at the beginning of the period. 
 
Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (CPR)***** - the proportion of currently married women in the 
reproductive ages of 15-49 years reporting current use of any contraceptive method.  
 
Crude Death Rate (CDR)***** – the ratio of the number of deaths occurring within one year to the 
mid-year population expressed per 1,000 population.  
 
Fetal Death Rate (FDR)***** – the ratio of the number of fetal deaths in a population occurring 
within a given period to the total number of live births and fetal deaths occurring within the same 
period, expressed per 1,000. Fetal Death (deadborn fetus) - death prior to the complete expulsion or 
extraction from its mother of a product of conception, irrespective of the duration of pregnancy. 
(WHO) 
 
Hospital Bed-Population Ratio***** – the ratio of hospital beds to the population, usually expressed 
as the number of available hospital beds for every 1,000 population.  
 
Hospital Bed Occupancy Rate***** - the number of in-patient hospital beds occupied divided by the 
average number of hospital beds, expressed in percent.  
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Incidence Rate (of a disease)***** - the rate at which new cases of a disease occur in the population. 
The numerator is the number of new cases of a disease that occur during a given period (usually a 
year), and the denominator is the number of the population at risk of experiencing the disease during 
the same period, usually expressed as the number of new cases per 100,000 persons.  
 
Infant Mortality Rate (IMR)***** – the probability of dying between birth and age one, expressed as 
the number of infant deaths or deaths occurring before reaching 12 months of life in a given period 
per 1,000 live births.  
 
Maternal Mortality Ratio (MMR)***** – the ratio between the number of women who died (for 
reasons of pregnancy, childbirth and puerperium) to the number of reported livebirths in a given 
year, expressed as the number of maternal deaths per 100,000 live births  
 
Mean Age at Death***** - the arithmetic average of the ages at death occurring in a population 
during a given year. (GTS) 
 
Median Age at Death***** - the median of the ages at death occurring in a population during a given 
year which divides the total number of deaths in a population classified by age into equal halves.  
 
Morbidity***** – the frequency of disease and illness, injuries, and disabilities in a population.  
 
Prevalence Proportion***** – the total number of persons who have an attribute or disease at a 
particular point in time divided by the size of the population at risk of having the attribute or disease 
at this point in time (or midway through the period), usually expressed as the number of cases per 
100,000 persons.  
 
Under Five Mortality Rate (U5MR)***** - the probability of dying between birth and age five, 
expressed as the number of deaths below age five per 1,000 live births during a given period. 
 
 
 
 
* NSCB Resolution No. 12 Series of 2004 - Approving and Adopting the Official Concepts and 
Definitions for Statistical Purposes of the Selected Sectors: Agriculture, Fishery and Forestry, 
Foreign Direct Investments, and Tourism 
 
** NSCB Resolution No. 6 Series of 2003 - Official Definition of Core Inflation 
 
*** NSCB Resolution No. 11 Series of 2003 - Approving and Adopting the Official Concepts and 
Definitions for Statistical Purposes of the Selected Sectors: Prices, Population and Housing, and 
Tourism 
 
**** NSCB Resolution No. 15 Series of 2004 - Adoption of a New Official Definition of 
Unemployment 
 
***** NSCB Resolution No. 8 Series of 2006 - Approving and Adopting the Official Concepts and 
Definitions for Statistical Purposes for the Health and Nutrition Sector 
 
****** NSCB Resolution No. 15 Series of 2006 - Approving and Adopting Six Formulas on the 
Official Concepts and Definitions for Statistical Purposes for the Education Sector 
 
******* NSCB Resolution No. 2 Series of 2007 - Approving and Adopting the Official Concepts and 
Definitions for Statistical Purposes for the Poverty Sector  
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